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CROWDSOURCING AND
ELECTORAL VIOLENCE
MAPPING

elsewhere have used hotlines to collect, report and track regular citizens’ accounts
of violent incidents and, in tandem with professional observer information,
citizens with a means to participate in the electoral process beyond voting,

reports, groups can be prepared to dispute unfounded rumors, such as accusations

problem through an open call to participate is called crowdsourcing or citizen
reporting
encourage otherwise apathetic citizens to play a role in identifying and reporting
when groups seek to collect as much information as possible about violence or the
potential for violence, as well when groups aim to mitigate the spread of rumors

negative incidents and toward areas where citizens are better informed about
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What is a Shapefile?

POINTS

POLYGONS

and/or particularly violent political environments, where trained observers may be

Filtering crowdsourced data through a professional monitoring group helps ensure

whether crowdsourced reports are factual or not, citizen observer groups can
help dispel rumors and, as a result, help to mitigate one of the possible triggers of

Using Tools Appropriately
Crowdsourcing and mapping are two separate tools that often
the groups’ goals and the target audience, monitoring groups may choose to do
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help groups understand and respond to data better by, for example, highlighting
positioned to provide important context to mapped data that tells the story they

ELECTORAL VIOLENCE CROWDSOURCING
Strategy Development
should develop a strategy and detailed timeline at least several months before the

will help determine the methodology, reporting mechanisms and external
the goal is to promote citizen participation in the elections, then a crowdsourcing

identifying and verifying early warning signs and incidents of violence and

Hotline Timing
observers, groups will want to determine how long their citizen reporting hotline
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Public Advertising Campaign

that the public knows how to report incidents, such as what phone number to call

Reporting Mechanisms

Phone conversations –
Text (SMS) messages –
Email or online web forms –
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) – Callers can select from a menu of
Generally, it is advisable to use a combination of these methods, which helps
reach broader segments of the population and ensures that there are other ways

based methods of reporting are provided, there will be a heavy bias toward

For example, the citizen may need to pay the cost of sending a text message, while

Given its widespread use and relatively cheap availability for users, text messaging
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utilize the same number across multiple cellular networks and, in some cases, can

Categorizing and Verifying Crowdsourced Reports

received before and after election day, when the volume of reports is relatively

crowdsourced reports and, as a result, was able to dispel an unfounded rumor that

Elements of Effective Crowdsourcing

advertising the campaign, verifying and categorizing citizen reports and
crowdsourcing is employed to mitigate violence, then it is essential to establish and
maintain relationships with relevant stakeholders who can follow up or take action
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using, particularly for reports submitted before and after election day, when

Using Feedback Mechanisms to Mitigate Violence

incidences of violence or potential triggers of violence via press statements and

relationships with the relevant stakeholders who can follow up on the information,

data and analysis to these stakeholders through regular meetings, direct emails
observer groups can identify locations where violence triggers are occurring,
which actors are involved, and immediately inform the appropriate authorities to

EXAMPLE
Mitigating Violence through
Verified Crowdsourcing in Uganda

election, the Democracy Monitoring

process, DEMGroup was able to refute

monitoring coalition, launched an

had been assassinated, which had
rumor not been dispelled, it could have

citizens to call or text to a short code

members and volunteers to review
methods included calling back citizen
reporters for more information and/
report was then digitally mapped, and

able to use much of the data collected to
inform stakeholders of electoral reform
priorities during dialogue sessions
around the country with political
parties, the election commission

reporting system that would provide
feedback on how their reports are being
used rather than simply submitting
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VISUALIZING ELECTORAL VIOLENCE DATA:
MAPPING
communicate messages by telling visual stories about data that may otherwise be
electoral violence can use maps to visualize the severity of electoral violence

thoughtful data analysis, and understanding how to tell a compelling visual story

External Communication Strategy
communication strategy well in advance that includes objectives, prioritized target

simply one of several potential tools that can be used to communicate messages to

target audiences most commonly receive information and then tailor outreach

Deciding Whether to Publish
Unverified Reports
election day, observer groups should decide in advance whether

the same lines, when distributing data publicly, groups should distinguish data
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example, many groups use bar charts to clearly demonstrate wide variations across
may also be cases where a map is not the best way to visualize data, as explained in

Key Elements of Effective Mapping

What story do I want to tell with my data?
important factor in determining what type of visualization a group
What kind of data do I have?

Who is the target audience(s)?
for the international community or general citizens of the country may be

Matching Types of Maps to the Key Message
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the following

FIGURE
clearly
communicate
the main

4

Example of Gradient Map:
Historical Data on Election
Day Violence in Guatemala

the data in
the right

clearly
distinguish
between

way for the
user to get
more detail
if necessary
providing
a way for

data across municipalities using a gradient

the data or
by making
it clear that

Gradient (or choropleth)

and shading each region according to which candidate received the most votes in
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For mapping electoral and violence data, gradient maps can be useful for a variety
electoral violence, prevalence of organized crime, or other indicators the observer

FIGURE

5

Point maps
represent
individual reports
or other data

by using pinpoints
or other symbols
for each report

an example of a
mentioned above,
observer groups
should distinguish
between trained
observer data and
data, as well as

impression that the capital is experience higher levels of violence than the rest
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who views the map will be familiar with the overall context, so it is the job of the

Mapping Tools and Software

expensive tools for mapping data, including applications that are open source,
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